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New York and Casey, Quirk & Associates interviewed over 100 institutions
and investment managers to provide a global perspective on institutional
investment in hedge funds.

 Hedge funds are here to stay. Institutions are largely satisfied with their
hedge fund programs, and, irrespective of country or institution type,
the need for consistent, better returns and investors’ increasing knowledge
and comfort with alternative investment techniques will drive institutions’
persistent interest in hedge funds.

 We estimate that global institutional investor capital in hedge funds
will increase from around $360 billion today to more than $1 trillion in
2010. Institutional investors will account for more than 50% of the total
flows into hedge funds through 2010. Retirement plans will represent 65%
of total institutional flows through 2010.

 Today’s hedge fund techniques will be tomorrow’s mainstream investing.
Alternative investing has impacted institutions’ fundamental investing
philosophy—institutions’ interest in and appreciation for less constrained,
absolute return-oriented investments is gradually extending to other
parts of their portfolios.

 Institutional investors will gravitate to the “dual approach” model.
Many investors will employ both fund-of-hedge funds and direct hedge fund
allocations to implement their hedge fund programs. We estimate that
institutional allocations will be split nearly 50-50 between fund-of-funds
and direct investing by 2010.

 “Institutional quality” competitors will dominate. This will include
many traditional firms managing hedge funds, strong multi-product hedge
fund firms, and fund-of-hedge fund firms with improved advisory skills
that will emerge as trusted advisors. Operational excellence and comprehensive risk oversight are among the key drivers of hedge funds.

 Hedge funds’ biggest challenge is meeting clients’ performance
requirements. Fees, huge asset growth and the increasing “long-orientation”
of hedge funds will challenge the original investing objective: delivering
a consistent 8-9% net return with “bond-like” volatility.

Introduction
Two years ago, we published a ground-breaking white paper, Institutional Demand for
Hedge Funds: New Opportunities and New Standards. That study concluded that increasing
institutional investment in hedge funds would have a dramatic and lasting impact on
the hedge fund industry.
In our first paper, we estimated U.S. institutional investment in hedge funds to be
approximately $66 billion as of the end of 2003. Today, we estimate that U.S. institutional
investors have $148 billion and institutions worldwide have $361 billion invested in
hedge funds. Institutions have, indeed, played an enormous role in the recent growth of
the hedge fund industry.
Our fundamental thesis remains unchanged: hedge funds will require new standards to
compete effectively for the institutional opportunity. So, why revisit our 2004 paper?
Four primary reasons:


Accuracy—were we right? While we were searching for new revelations, we found an
industry that was evolving largely as we had expected.



Global scope. Our 2004 study was primarily about the U.S. institutional market—
we wanted to take a global institutional perspective.



Fad or here to stay? In 2004, it was difficult to ascertain the staying power of institutional interest in hedge funds—we wanted a better understanding.



Further insights on the future. Two years of continued study and industry evolution
provides an opportunity to reflect further on future industry dynamics.

Organizing our Thoughts
The objective of our report is to provide a perspective on the institutional hedge fund
market today and a glimpse of what the industry will look like in 2010. Our paper is
organized into three primary sections:

Chapter 1, Drivers of Institutional Demand, examines the key factors we believe to be
motivating global institutional interest in hedge funds.
Chapter 2, Global Institutional Demand Today, surveys the current state of global
institutional demand for hedge funds. We seek to address questions such as: How big
is institutional demand today? Where is demand coming from? What is the role of hedge
funds in institutions’ portfolios and what are their performance expectations? How
are institutions implementing their hedge fund programs? What qualities are investors
looking for? Why do certain institutions not invest in hedge funds?
Chapter 3, The Industry in 2010, seeks to sketch a glimpse of the future. We share our
perspective on questions such as: How big will institutional investment in hedge funds get?
Where will the demand come from? What qualities will institutional investors look for?
How will allocations to hedge funds evolve in institutions’ portfolios? What will increased
institutional investment mean to the industry? What will the industry look like in 2010?
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Research Approach
Our research consisted of two primary elements:

Interviews. From May to August 2006, we conducted more than 100, 45-60 minute
interviews with institutional investors, investment consultants, hedge funds, fund-of-hedge
funds, and industry experts around the world. We also surveyed a group of institutional
investors at The Bank of New York’s Client Advisory Board meeting in June 2006. Among
the questions we focused on were:


How big a role do hedge funds play in institutional portfolios today and in the future?



Where do hedge funds fit in an institution’s portfolio?



What are institutions’ objectives and expectations for hedge funds?



How do institutional investors invest in hedge funds currently, and how will they
invest in the future?



What impact have institutional investors had on hedge funds?



If institutional investors are not investing, why not?

Exhibit 1: Survey Participants by Type
Our Sample is Globally Diverse
Institutional Investors
Consultants
Hedge Funds
Fund of Hedge Funds
Industry Experts

50
14
15
13
9

Total

101

Source: The Bank of New York and Casey, Quirk & Associates analysis

Institutional investment model. We built a model to estimate the current investment
by institutions in hedge funds and forecast the future investment through 2010. Our model
is based on bottom-up research and considers all institutions globally with more than
$100 million of assets in their overall portfolio. For purposes of our model, institutions
that we considered included pension plans, endowments, foundations, governmental
authorities, and externally managed bank and insurance general account assets. Defined
contribution systems were generally not included (however, the Australian superannuation
system, which is primarily defined contribution, was included).

2
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Chapter 1: Drivers of Global Institutional Demand
Today, hedge funds are drawing interest from a broad and increasingly sophisticated set of
investors. However, as recently as five years ago the hedge fund market was dominated
primarily by high-net-worth investors and some prominent eleemosynary (endowments and
foundations) institutions. Institutions have come to represent a much larger portion of the
hedge fund investor universe. What has driven this relatively recent global phenomenon?
We believe two major (and related) drivers are at the root of institutional interest
in hedge funds:
1. Lower (more normal) expected returns from traditional investments are driving
the search for better returns.
The roaring bull market of the 1980s and 1990s produced above-average investment returns
in equity and fixed income investments. During this time, most institutional investors
adhered to portfolios that were dominated by major allocations to long-only equity and fixed
income investments. Alternative investments, including hedge funds, typically represented
little, if any, of the portfolio allocation for these institutions.
A 60/40 portfolio today
may return less than
7% per annum over the
next five years.

Since 2000, institutional investors have not been in a “tailwind” market environment
and do not expect the returns they saw in the past. By some prognosticators’ measures,
a 60/40 equity/fixed income portfolio today may return less than 7% per annum over
the next five years.

Exhibit 2: The Capital Market Challenge
Assumptions vs. Expectations
Expected 5-year return of 60/40 portfolio1
Long-term return assumptions2

5.70%
8.47%

Difference

(2.77%)

1 Forecast

return of a portfolio composed of 60% U.S. equities returning 8.0% and 40% U.S. fixed income
instruments returning 4.5% for the 5-year period ending December 31, 2010
Sources: Congressional Budget Office (The Budget & Economic Outlook: 2004-2013)
2 JPMorgan (“Global Gambits,” 2006), Bloomberg Average long-term return assumptions of 100 largest
corporate defined benefit plans as of fiscal year ended 2005
Source: S&P Money Markets Directory, 2006
Source: The Bank of New York and Casey, Quirk & Associates analysis

In addition, for many institutions, specifically retirement plans and governments, the new
environment of reduced capital markets returns has coincided with growing demographic
pressures. Many countries and regions, including, the United Kingdom, most of Continental Europe, the Nordic Countries, and most recently the United States, have introduced
regulatory and/or accounting changes which dictate that institutions must be able to
demonstrate more clearly that they can meet their future obligations.
With overall required returns of 8-9%, institutional investors are being forced to re-engineer
their portfolios in an attempt to bridge the gap between a return requirement (investors’ cost
of capital) and returns that traditional investments may have difficulty meeting.
Institutional Demand for Hedge Funds 2
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2. Broadening acceptance and deepening understanding of alternative investment
products and techniques.
The search for better returns and the subsequent interest and investment in alternative
investments has created pressure on the previous dominant paradigm of benchmark-relative
investing. This paradigm was characterized by long-only management and “constrained”
investing—a style box focus (a bull-market approach) and little use of derivatives, nonmarketable securities, and incentive fees.
Today’s institutional
investors increasingly
employ alpha/beta
separation as a fundamental framework
for assembling their
portfolio.

Today’s institutional investor increasingly employs alpha/beta separation as a fundamental
framework for assembling a portfolio. That is, the portfolio will be constructed
around a series of betas (market exposures) and alphas (idiosyncratic investment returns).
Investors are now more likely to be willing to pay less for beta exposure and pay more
(often substantially more) for alpha.
Out of necessity, institutional investors have gotten much more comfortable with, and
understand far better, alternative techniques such as the use of derivatives, shorting, leverage,
and investing in less-liquid assets. Regarded as risky and a “non-starter” by most investors
only a few years ago, these concepts are today increasingly recognized as critical parts of
the institutional investors’ tool set. Hedge funds are, for many, the tangible manifestation of
these techniques and have been the key learning tool for increasing institutional investors’
comfort. At the same time, hedge funds and fund-of-hedge funds are increasingly learning
about institutions’ challenges and creating innovative ways to help.
Hedge funds are here to stay
The result of these two drivers: much greater interest in and the studying of alternative
investments. Our global research has suggested that alternatives, by far, are “top of mind”
when it comes to the investments that institutional investors are actively researching
and moving their allocations toward. This interest is not limited to hedge funds—many
“alternative” investments, including private equity, real estate, timber, commodities,
and infrastructure, are also major areas of interest for these institutions.

This interest is predicated on two critical assumptions:
1. Alternatives are perceived to be a sound way to invest.
2. Institutions are forced to broaden their views on investing due to their need for returns.
With the assumption that returns remain a challenge and that institutional investors’
acceptance of and comfort with alternative techniques continues its positive trend,
we believe that, as far as institutional investors are concerned, hedge funds are indeed here
to stay. The results of our institutional survey, detailed in the next two chapters, support
this thesis.

4
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Chapter 2: Global Institutional Demand Today
This chapter provides a snapshot of the global institutional market today. In addition
to sizing the market globally, we gain an understanding of institutions’ primary objectives
with hedge funds, assess institutions’ satisfaction with and expectations for hedge funds,
examine institutions’ key criteria when evaluating a hedge fund, and take the pulse of the
market on the issues of fees and capacity. Finally, we determine the primary impediments
for those institutions that choose not to invest in hedge funds.

Institutional investors
have invested $361
billion in hedge funds.

The Global Institutional Market Today: A Snapshot
We estimate that, as of year-end 2005, institutional investors worldwide had invested
$361 billion in hedge funds, which represents more than 30% of total hedge fund assets
and 2% of total global institutional assets. Our research suggests that only 15% of
institutions have a hedge fund investment, although this varies substantially by region
and type of institution: for example, in the United States half of all non-profits
(endowments, foundations and hospitals) are invested in hedge funds, while among U.S.
corporate defined benefit plans that rate is 10%. Outside the United States, hedge fund
use is still limited primarily to the largest institutions: for instance, in the United Kingdom
we estimate that only 3% of corporate defined benefit plans are currently invested in
hedge funds.

U.S. institutional investors represent approximately 40% of the global institutional market,
and European (including the U.K.) and Japanese institutional investors represent roughly
another 40%.

Exhibit 3: 2005 Institutional Hedge Fund Assets
by Country/Region
Total: $361 billion
2%

5%
8%

8%

41%

11%

25%
USA

Japan

Europe, ex-UK

Middle East

UK

Other

Australia

Source: The Bank of New York and Casey, Quirk & Associates analysis
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We estimate that U.S.
institutional investment
has more than doubled
from $66 billion to
about $136 billion.

Since our 2004 report, we estimate that U.S. institutional investment has more than
doubled, from $66 billion to about $136 billion (excluding banks). As we had forecasted
then, much of that growth has come from pension plans.

Exhibit 4: U.S. Institutional Hedge Fund Assets, 2003 vs. 2005
Pensions have Driven Growth ($ billions)
160

120

80

40

0
2003

Endowments
and Foundations

Corporate
Pensions

2005

Public
Pensions

Insurance

Taft-Hartley
(Unions)

Source: The Bank of New York and Casey, Quirk & Associates analysis

Institutional Hedge Fund Program Objectives
Institutional investors have started to move away from viewing hedge funds as part of a
distinct (and usually small) “alternative investments” allocation, partitioned from their
broader portfolios. In fact, as many institutions re-engineer their overall portfolios towards
an absolute return orientation, hedge funds are a key lower-volatility investment.

Diversification is the
single most mentioned
reason for investing in
hedge funds.

Hedge fund investing
programs generally need
to deliver net returns
of about 8-10%.

6

Irrespective of country or type of institution, investors we surveyed were fairly consistent
in their rationale for seeking hedge fund investments:


Diversification. Investors are looking at hedge funds as an investment that has a
lower correlation with other assets in the portfolio. Diversification is the single most
mentioned reason for investing in hedge funds.



Absolute returns. Diversification alone is not enough to warrant investment.
As discussed in the first chapter, institutional investors are struggling to meet their
required return. Hedge fund investing programs generally need to deliver net
returns of about 8-10%. Investors are typically seeking these returns at “bond-like”
volatility levels.
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Exhibit 5: Survey Participants’ Hedge Fund Program
Return Expectations
8-10% Net Returns are Expected
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Less than 7%

7–7.99%

8–8.99%

9–9.99%

Greater than 10%

Source: The Bank of New York and Casey, Quirk & Associates analysis

Some institutional
investors are beginning
to employ hedge funds
as part of a “portable
alpha” program.

Some institutional investors (select large U.S. and U.K. corporate and public pensions
and several endowments) are beginning to employ hedge funds as part of a “portable
alpha” program. “Portable alpha” programs have been, for the most part, used to replace
existing domestic equity mandates; often the institution uses derivatives to replicate
the beta return (often the S&P 500) and then invests in a basket of hedge funds or fundof-hedge funds, seeking to create a very low volatility, market-neutral return stream
(the “alpha” in portable alpha). The net effect is intended to produce a superior result
relative to the option of selecting an active long-only U.S. equity manager. The broad
interest in portable alpha among many institutions is lukewarm as most are waiting
for cheaper packaged solutions.
Lastly, a handful of institutions are primarily seeking higher absolute returns (and accepting
higher correlations), and using hedge funds as a replacement to their long-only equity
allocations. This is limited to a few U.S. endowments and U.S. corporate pension plans that
generally have considerable experience with direct hedge fund investing, and allocate
tactically to higher volatility, directional strategies.
Institutional Hedge Fund Program Capital Sources
Our 2004 report discussed the alpha-beta squeeze on traditional long-only managers.
This trend has continued. The vast majority of institutional investment in hedge funds has
come at the expense of traditional equity and bond allocations.
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Exhibit 6: Institutions’ Hedge Fund Program Capital Sources
From What Allocation have Your Hedge Fund Assets been Drawn?
7%

37%

39%

17%
Equity

Fixed Income

Both

Other

Source: The Bank of New York and Casey, Quirk & Associates analysis

Many institutions
view traditional fixed
income as a low
return asset class.

Today, many institutions view traditional fixed income as a low return asset class. Low
yields across the developed world have created a huge gap between fixed income returns and
investors’ needs. This is compounded by fears of rising interest rates. Investors in certain
countries, like Japan, are particularly sensitive to this issue.
In the United States, institutions (even those not invested in hedge funds) express
significant interest in continuing to move away from Lehman Aggregate-based strategies
(commonly referred to as “Core” or “Core Plus” strategies), for which any diversification
benefit is outweighed by future return prospects. Fixed income will likely play a role
if retirement schemes attempt to implement liability matching.
Traditional equity allocations have been affected for a variety of reasons:


Decreasing interest in traditional, constrained investing techniques. This is particularly
the case in the U.S., where equity markets have been effectively “sideways” since
2000. Institutions are increasingly taking the position that traditional benchmarkoriented strategies (where beta exposure dominates returns) may not be counted on
to deliver the required returns.



Overallocation to equity programs, particularly domestic equity, has made this part
of the portfolio a natural source of funds for new allocations. This has affected some
markets more than others. In Australia for instance, the sustained bull market in equities
has left some institutions with portfolios skewed heavily towards Australian equities.



Replacement of traditional equity managers with portable alpha programs. As discussed earlier, these programs are often implemented as a replacement to an existing
equity allocation.

Key Institutional Demand Factors
As outlined in the 2004 paper, institutions have different concerns and standards than
the hedge fund investors (typically high-net-worth individuals) who preceded them.
8
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For those institutions
currently invested
in hedge funds,
understanding and
validating the sources
and sustainability of
an investment manager’s
returns is considered
the most important
selection criteria.

This continues to pose both challenges and opportunities for the hedge funds and fundof-hedge funds that serve them.
For those institutions currently invested in hedge funds, understanding and validating the
sources and sustainability of an investment manager’s returns are considered the most important
selection criteria. Institutions and their advisors are increasingly more sophisticated and
informed in gaining an appreciation for a hedge fund’s “edge.” For example, understanding
a hedge fund’s source of returns is critical for investors seeking to implement portable
alpha programs, as it is typically desired that the alpha basket have nearly no correlation
to the beta (e.g., S&P 500) in the program. This understanding is also critical in order
to discern (and often avoid) hedge funds that rely primarily on leverage and beta exposure
to drive returns.

Exhibit 7: Institutions’ Hedge Fund Selection Criteria
What are the Most Critical Factors in Selecting a Hedge Fund
and/or Fund-of-Hedge Fund? (Multiple Responses Allowed)
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Source Perfor- Quality Risk
Client
of
mance
of Manage- SerReturns Record Person- ment
vice
nel

Firm Age of Trans- Fees
Repu- Firm parency
tation

Source: The Bank of New York and Casey, Quirk & Associates analysis

Risk management quality,
operational quality,
and, increasingly, client
service are now viewed
as critical requirements.

Similar to the investment criteria in the traditional parts of their portfolio, institutions
are also seeking to do business with high quality and experienced investment professionals.
How this is expressed varies among institutions. For example, in Japan and among most
U.S. public and Taft-Hartley (union) pensions, there is a clear preference for firms with
a longer track record and an established brand name. There is also a sense of security
in investing with a hedge fund or fund-of-hedge fund that is part of a larger organization.
However, other investors express an aversion to large hedge funds and fund-of-funds as
well as a clear preference for independence. These institutions, such as corporate pensions
in the United States and United Kingdom, and endowments and foundations, feel that
returns erode as hedge funds grow. These institutions feel that the very best investment
talent is found in smaller, independent firms. Many investors in this group are willing to
act as seed investors for managers with no investment track record, as long as they are
comfortable with the pedigree and background of these newer firms.
As forecasted in the 2004 report, risk management quality, operational quality, and,
increasingly, client service are now viewed as critical standard requirements. Institutions
expect the highest standards of operational quality and risk management tools and
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protocols from any hedge fund in their portfolio. This is particularly true given the extreme
sensitivity to headline risk and the fact that almost all adverse hedge fund events can
be traced to inadequate risk management and/or operational issues. Nonetheless, a select
number of “premium brand” hedge funds have the greatest latitude when it comes to some
of these criteria. For such firms, some institutional investors will accept reduced service
and transparency to be an investor.
Most institutions do not seek, and would not be able to use, security-level transparency
for their hedge fund portfolios. However, they do value transparency around risk and
factor exposures. Additionally, they expect that their fund-of-hedge funds or hedge fund
advisors have a strong risk management capability in place that provides reasonable
transparency to understand how the risks in their hedge fund portfolio should be considered
in the context of their overall portfolio.
Institutions’ Satisfaction with Hedge Funds

To date, hedge funds
have generally met
institutional investors’
expectations.

Our survey of global institutional investors yielded at least one very consistent result:
to date, hedge funds have generally met institutional investors’ expectations. Only 3% of
investors say that their hedge fund program has underperformed versus their expectations.
The vast majority, 72%, report that their hedge fund program has performed within
1% of their target expectations and 25% say that their hedge fund program has exceeded
their return target by 1% or more. When asked about the potential of reducing hedge
fund allocations, institutions that are currently invested in hedge funds expressed broadly
and clearly that they have no intentions of decreasing their allocations.

Exhibit 8: Institutional Hedge Fund Program Returns
Expected vs. Actual
Investors are Satisfied with Returns
Respondents
Within 1% of Target
Exceeded Target by 1% to 5%
Exceeded Target by at least 5%
Underperformed

72%
19%
6%
3%

Source: The Bank of New York and Casey, Quirk & Associates analysis

Thoughts on Fees and Capacity
The issue of fees remains one of the more interesting topics of discussion in the hedge fund
industry. A number of observations about institutions’ perspective on fees can be made:

10



Institutions generally feel that hedge fund fees are high; however, thus far fees have
been justified by the net returns.



For institutions with direct hedge fund allocations, fees are virtually never a determining factor in hiring a manager, and are generally not negotiated. With the exception
of some newer or emerging managers, institutions generally do not get fee breaks based
on length of the relationship or any perceived ‘prestige’ from having a large and/or
high profile investor. That said, some of the largest institutional investors have been
able to, on occasion, negotiate fees.
Institutional Demand for Hedge Funds 2



Management fees cause more concern than performance fees. A management fee
above 1% is often viewed as “inequitable,” given that the manager is paid regardless
of performance.



Talk of fee pressure is virtually non-existent among premium hedge funds that meet
institutional standards. Among fund-of-hedge funds, despite a wider fee dispersion,
managers appear to have been able to maintain pricing power.



Although many institutions are not overly concerned about lockups (as long as the
investment strategy reasonably justifies it), some institutions are willing to pay higher
fees in exchange for shorter lockups.



The current standard fee for hedge funds is typically a 1.5-2% management fee
and a 20% performance fee, with no hurdle. However, select “premium brand” hedge
funds generally can command higher fees, which institutions have felt justified
(as long as the net return remains compelling).



Institutions invested with fund-of-hedge funds, while expressing displeasure with
the double layer of fees, highlight that the true concern is achieving their needed
net return.



Fund-of-hedge fund fees appear to have “settled at” a flat fee of around 60-100
bps (depending on mandate size) with performance fees sometimes being part of
the equation.

Interestingly, capacity concerns, which were prominent in our 2004 interviews, have
come to be viewed by many investors as much less of a concern today. This is in large part
due to the fact that in 2004 many large, well-regarded hedge funds were closed; since
then, many of these hedge funds have re-opened. In some cases, managers have gained the
experience that has afforded them the ability to expand the capacity of their strategies.
Additionally, many new firms have been created since that time.
Of course, as we also discussed in 2004, hedge funds will find capacity not only by adding
new alpha capabilities, but also by extending their product set to long-oriented funds.
This has most certainly played a key role in the industry’s current conventional wisdom on
capacity. As we will discuss in Chapter 3, we believe this provides both great opportunities
and poses some challenges to the hedge fund business.

The vast majority of
institutions (about 85%
by our estimates)
around the world do
not invest in hedge
funds today.

Key Impediments for Non-Investors
The vast majority of institutions (about 85% by our estimates) around the world do not
invest in hedge funds today. What prevents these institutions from investing? A lack of
familiarity and understanding by certain institutions and their boards certainly contributes
to the lack of willingness to invest today. In addition, a number of specific factors are
impediments for institutions, including:


Headline risk. Many institutions have a high degree of oversight and governance
and are scrutinized by the press. The perceived risk of potential blowups or embarrassment that hedge funds pose is often an insurmountable hurdle for these institutions.
In these cases, the perceived risk does not outweigh the potential reward. While some
of these institutions have been notable investors in other alternative assets, such as real
property or private equity, the scrutiny and often negative press associated specifically
with hedge funds has kept them away. Interestingly, while many investment professionals
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within these institutions are increasingly comfortable with the concept of investing
(and sometimes eager to invest) in hedge funds, their trustees are not.


Lack of transparency. Related to headline risk, many institutions are uncomfortable
with the inability to have a clear window into the investments they are making.
They have become accustomed to complete transparency in the rest of their portfolio—
the possibility that something could be hidden from them or that the institution
will have less control in managing their portfolio risks is a concern. In some cases this
is due to regulatory burdens—for example, some U.S. public plans are required to
track every single trade their managers do. (It should be noted that new and improved
risk management tools that give investors reasonable transparency on the risk exposures
of their hedge fund investments have made many institutions feel quite comfortable
that they have more than appropriate transparency.)



Fees. Hedge fund fees are considered by many to be egregious and difficult to justify
and defend to the primary constituencies of these institutions. The perception that,
ultimately, high management and incentive fees dramatically erode the net return to the
investor remains an issue. Some investors told us they and their boards had moral
qualms with what they viewed as dramatic wealth being created for hedge fund managers
from the retirement assets of blue-collar workers. (Conversely, institutions that are
invested in hedge funds, and who have been broadly satisfied with their investment,
generally believe that fees are acceptable.)

Exhibit 9: Key Impediments for Non-Investors
What have been the Greatest Impediments to Investing in
Hedge Funds? (Multiple Responses Allowed)
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Headline
Risk

Lack of Transparency
Familiarity

Fees

Investment
Guidelines

Returns

Source: The Bank of New York and Casey, Quirk & Associates analysis
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Chapter 3: The Industry in 2010
This chapter examines the future institutional demand for hedge funds. Specifically, we
forecast the growth of institutional investment in hedge funds through the year 2010 and
institutions’ role in the overall hedge fund market. We will discuss the sources of growth,
the ways that institutions will invest, and the impact of this on hedge fund managers.
Finally, we will conclude with some thoughts on the hedge fund industry’s biggest challenge.

Flows from institutions
will be about $510
billion from 2006
through 2010.

The Global Institutional Market in 2010: A Snapshot
We estimate that global institutional investment in hedge funds will exceed $1 trillion
by 2010 (from around $361 billion today). Cumulative flows from institutions will be about
$510 billion from 2006 through 2010. Institutions will represent more than 50% of
total projected flows into hedge funds over this five-year period and will account for more
than 40% of hedge fund assets by 2010.

Exhibit 10: Projected Global Institutional Hedge Fund
Assets and Flows ($ billions)
Institutional Assets Grow Dramatically
1,100
900
700
500
300
100
2005

2006E

2007E
Assets

2008E

2009E

2010E

Net Flow

Source: The Bank of New York and Casey, Quirk & Associates analysis

Exhibit 11: Projected Institutional Hedge Fund Flows as % of
Total Hedge Fund Flows
Institutions are Driving Growth
70%
65%
60%
55%
50%
45%
40%
2006E

2007E

2008E

2009E

2010E

Source: The Bank of New York and Casey, Quirk & Associates analysis
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We estimate that the
percentage of institutions investing in hedge
funds globally will
increase to about 24%
(from 15% today).

Among our survey
participants currently
invested in hedge
funds, 40% began
investing within the
past two years.

We estimate that the percentage of institutions investing in hedge funds globally will
increase to about 24% (from 15% today). Additionally, future hedge fund allocations, in
aggregate, are poised to rise—we estimate that hedge funds will represent 3.5% of
overall institutional assets by 2010 (versus 2% today). Among our survey participants
currently invested in hedge funds, 40% began investing within the past two years.
The vast majority among this group has been “dipping their toe in the water” with fairly
modest allocations. This group reported that they are set to increase, in some cases
dramatically, their allocations over the next three years. While a few select investors with
current substantial allocations to hedge funds (such as foundations and endowments
with longstanding hedge fund programs) are unlikely to increase their allocations by much,
the median allocation of our survey participants currently invested in hedge funds is set
to rise from 6% today to 10% by 2008.

Exhibit 12: Survey Participants’ Hedge Fund Allocations,
2006 vs. 2008
Investor Allocations are Increasing Dramatically (% of portfolio)
18

Percentile

16

25th
50th
75th

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
2006

2008E

Excludes investors with no current hedge fund allocation
Source: The Bank of New York and Casey, Quirk & Associates analysis

Where specifically will this asset growth come from? We expect that, going forward,
retirement plans will account for the vast majority of asset flows. In fact, we estimate that
retirement plans will represent approximately 65% of new institutional asset flows into
hedge funds worldwide through 2010.
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Exhibit 13: Projected Cumulative Hedge Fund Net Flows from
Institutions by Type, 2006-2010
Cumulative Net Flow: $510 billion
5%
15%

15%
65%

Retirement Plans

Government

Endowments
and Foundations

Bank and Insurance

Source: The Bank of New York and Casey, Quirk & Associates analysis

Retirement plans will
represent approximately 65% of new
institutional flows.

In the United States, we expect that corporate and public pension plans will continue to
represent an increasing majority of institutional flows into hedge funds. The recently
signed Pension Protection Act (March 2006) relaxes the 25% ERISA rule for hedge funds—
we expect this to both lessen the burden on and make hedge funds more attractive to
the pension market. In Japan, where hedge fund investing has historically been primarily
by banks and insurance companies, we will see more new flows coming from corporate
pension plans. While corporate pensions have only recently started allocating to hedge
funds, there is considerable interest to grow those allocations. On the other hand, Japanese
banks are waiting to learn how the recent Basel II risk capital requirements will affect
their hedge funds portfolios.
In Australia, the United Kingdom and Continental Europe, hedge fund investing has been
generally limited to a small number of very large institutions. In most cases these institutions are poised to see asset growth over the next five years. Along with overall asset growth,
there is increasing interest to expand hedge fund exposure. In addition, new investors in
those markets are very likely to start hedge fund programs of their own. Evidence of this is
already in place in the United Kingdom among both corporate and local authority (public
pensions) pensions, as well as from some of Australia’s superannuation funds.
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Exhibit 14: Projected Cumulative Hedge Fund Net Flows from
Institutions by Region, 2006-2010
Cumulative Net Flow: $510 billion
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Other
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Source: The Bank of New York and Casey, Quirk & Associates analysis

Implementation: The “Dual Approach” Model Emerges
How will institutions invest in the future? Perhaps one of the most controversial and
debated topics in the industry revolves around the notion of the use of fund-of-hedge funds
versus “going direct.” Much of the debate centers around the “eroding” effect that fundof-hedge fund fees have on net returns. The issue that remains, of course, is whether or not
most institutions can, in practice, realistically and effectively implement a direct program
or some other alternative.

Among our survey, the vast majority of institutions (87%) use either fund-of-hedge funds
exclusively or the “dual approach” model—accessing hedge funds concurrently through
fund-of-hedge funds and direct investments.

Exhibit 15: Survey Participants’ Current Hedge Fund
Investing Model
Fund-of-Hedge Funds Play a Prominent Role
13%

42%

45%

Direct

Fund-of-Hedge Funds

Dual

Source: The Bank of New York and Casey, Quirk & Associates analysis
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Fund-of-hedge fund
managers play a critical
advisory/educational
role for new programs.

We expect the “dual
approach” will evolve
into a very prominent
model for institutions.

The vast majority of
institutions will lack the
appropriate resources
to implement direct
investing programs.

We believe that fund-of-hedge funds will remain the starting point for the majority of
institutions looking to initiate a hedge fund program. In addition to bringing specialized
skills, access, an extra layer of “insulation” from headline risk, and the ability to navigate
the complex and dynamic hedge fund landscape, fund-of-hedge fund managers play
a critical advisory/educational role for new programs—educating the investment staff and
trustees on the nuances and challenges of hedge fund investing. Beyond the early stages
of a program, many institutions report that they are unlikely to venture beyond fundof-hedge funds in the foreseeable future. Lack of resources (most institutions have one or
two dedicated professionals for their entire portfolio) and the complexity of implementing
a direct program will be the critical drivers behind fund-of-hedge funds continuing to
play an essential role for most institutions.
On the other hand, some institutional investors are increasingly employing the “dual
approach” once they feel they have acquired enough hedge fund experience. These programs
are often characterized by the use of one or more fund-of-hedge funds and a direct program that is implemented with the help of the fund-of-hedge fund in an advisory capacity.
The most advanced version of the “dual approach” model employs fund-of-hedge funds
for tactical allocations in specialist, niche areas where it is not advantageous for the
institution to build up internal resources. In this situation, the fund-of-hedge fund will
typically provide a fairly concentrated, customized exposure to multiple managers far more
quickly and efficiently. The core hedge fund portfolio remains, however, managed directly
by the institution. This model is followed by a few U.S. and U.K. corporate retirement
plans as well as some U.S. endowments and foundations. We expect that the “dual approach”
will evolve into a very prominent model for institutions and will take on many different
forms. In many cases it will take the form of the institution investing in a few select hedge
funds while the fund-of-hedge fund(s) implements the majority of the portfolio and
serves in the capacity of advisor to the institution’s overall hedge fund programs.
Investing exclusively on a direct basis will remain the domain of those institutions that
are very experienced, well resourced, and often less subject to broad oversight and scrutiny.
So, although “going direct” is a topic of great discussion, the vast majority of institutions
will lack the appropriate resources to implement direct investing programs.
The result, we believe, is that global institutional flows will be split almost evenly between
fund-of-hedge funds and direct investments over the next five years.
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Exhibit 16: Projected Cumulative Hedge Fund Net Flows from
Institutions by Direct vs. Fund-of-Hedge Funds, 2006-2010
Total Flows $510 billion

49%
51%

Direct

Funds-of-Hedge Funds

Source: The Bank of New York and Casey, Quirk & Associates analysis

A final thought on implementation—the role of multi-strategy hedge funds in the “direct
versus fund-of-hedge fund” debate is yet another hot topic. Some chatter in the market
would suggest that multi-strategy hedge funds might be a logical alternative to fund-ofhedge funds, with the big advantage of eliminating the double layer of fees. However, most
investors do not consider multi-strategy hedge funds to be comparable to fund-of-hedge
funds. In fact, most institutions feel that the two approaches are complimentary, with
multi-strategy hedge funds providing greater short-term flexibility and fund-of-hedge
funds providing greater business risk diversification. Finally, because many believe only a
handful of high quality multi-strategy funds exist, the concept of “replacement” at this
point seems untenable.
The Industry in 2010
As we forecasted in 2004, institutional investment in hedge funds has and will continue
to impact the industry in dramatic ways. Given the increased presence of institutions in the
industry, hedge fund businesses that are maturing, and a markedly different capital market
environment, what will the industry look like going forward? We expect the industry to be
characterized by at least five features by 2010:

1. Today’s hedge fund techniques will be tomorrow’s mainstream investing.
The investing experience with hedge funds appears to have had a profound effect on the
way that institutions think about investing broadly: many institutions today talk about the
fact that a less constrained approach to investing is seeping into the way they approach
all of their investments. Institutions are seeking to invest with managers that have demonstrated the ability to generate alpha. Institutions are also much more sensitive to paying
a lot for beta exposure. By 2010, we expect at least five specific manifestations:
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Absolute returns/alpha delivery is the primary investing objective. As the movement
toward separation of alpha and beta continues, institutional investors will primarily seek
investment managers that can deliver alpha and are oriented around an absolute return.
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Today’s “active” allocations and hedge fund allocations are blurred. The active/absolute
return components of institutional investors’ portfolios converge into a single more
absolute return-oriented portion of the portfolio while the beta portion of portfolios is comprised primarily of index-like mandates.



Use of shorting, derivatives, and leverage are mainstream concepts in active investing.
The historic aversion to the use of such techniques will yield to an environment where
these applications are used broadly and are viewed as critical components of the
investment manager’s toolbox.



Highly constrained, benchmark-oriented investments are less relevant. The resulting
impact of the above is an environment where institutional investors will allocate away
from managers with a benchmark-oriented long-only approach to investing.



Long-oriented hedge fund products are a prominent part of the hedge fund landscape.
Despite the “squeeze” discussed above, long-oriented products (for example, 120/20type products or products with systematic net long exposures) will become more
important. Partly a result of hedge funds applying their investing techniques to less
capacity constrained products and partly due to investors’ continued, but changing,
interest in long-oriented exposures, these products are a major part of many institutional investors’ portfolios. Many of today’s traditional managers will use these
products to transform themselves into viable “hedge fund” managers.

Exhibit 17: The Alpha-Beta Squeeze
Traditional Active Management Becomes Less Relevant
Capital Market
Pressure

Beta
Exposure

Traditional Active
Management

Alpha
Allocations

“Pay for Skill”
Pressure
Source: The Bank of New York and Casey, Quirk & Associates analysis

2. “Institutional Quality” competitors dominate.
Institutional investment will continue to impact hedge fund and active long-only business
models. (We discussed our “Requirements for Institutional Success” in our 2004 paper,
which is included in the Appendix.) Many hedge fund and fund-of-hedge fund business
models remain in a state of transition. However, the leading firms are investing in their
businesses and changing quickly.
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By 2010:


Competition intensifies. In addition to regulatory hurdles and infrastructure requirements, institutional investors’ appreciation for and ability to discern a quality manager
has dramatically improved. The result: only the most qualified managers prosper
and effective “barriers to entry” are higher for those less qualified. In addition, capital
market challenges and higher standards requirements will have continued to thin
the ranks of the less qualified managers.



Leading managers concentrate assets. Although smaller, nimble highly qualified
“boutiques” continue to flourish, the industry in 2010 is characterized by a group
of leading active/hedge fund investment managers. These managers have multiple
investment capabilities and products, strong distribution and client service skills,
the ability to implement customized solutions for their clients, and have established
a premium brand in the market.



Market leaders come from all walks. The leading managers of 2010 come from a
variety of different backgrounds: today’s hedge funds, traditional managers, fund-ofhedge funds, alternative firms, and some firms that are unknown (and perhaps
not in existence) today. However, all will possess a common thread of organizational,
operational and investment quality.



Quality fund-of-hedge funds thrive. Partly through new institutional investors and
partly through the prominence of the “dual approach” investing model, high quality
fund-of-hedge funds are critical ingredients for institutions’ hedge fund programs.
These leading fund-of-hedge funds have strong client interfacing skills and the ability
to deliver customized, solutions-oriented programs to their clients.

3. Fees are better structured and more highly correlated to value.
Institutional investors have a more sophisticated view on fees and their relationship to
value/net returns. Through experience and a deeper understanding, institutional investors
are better able to discern value and understand the ability of hedge funds to deliver on
their net return requirements. As a result, investors work with hedge funds to structure fee
propositions that align interests accordingly. Hedge fund economics will remain attractive,
particularly for firms that demonstrate consistent outperformance. However, fee dynamics
will evolve gradually by 2010, more specifically:
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Management fees settle around 1%. An emphasis on net returns that meet or exceed
investors’ return requirement (investors’ cost-of-capital) implies that today’s management
fee levels are likely to be too high to be sustained in the medium to long term. We
believe the result will be hedge fund management fees of about 1% (still ample to cover
the overhead for quality hedge fund organizations).



Performance fees are explicitly tied to alpha. Hedge fund performance fees are increasingly
levied not on the total return (anything greater than 0), but on alpha. Hedge funds that
can demonstrate they are delivering alpha and exceeding institutions’ cost of capital
will command the greatest performance fees, even well in excess of 20%. In addition,
performance fees may be subject to a clawback when and if future performance falters.



Fund-of-hedge fund fees settle in to a flat 50-80 bps range. Although smaller, capacityconstrained fund-of-hedge funds focused on unique alpha delivery propositions that
clearly exceed return requirements will continue to command higher management
Institutional Demand for Hedge Funds 2

fees and performance fees, the largest fund-of-hedge funds will employ flat fee
arrangements with their institutional clients.
4. Synthetic/passive exposures to hedge fund strategies emerge.
The alpha-beta separation framework has impacted the hedge fund industry and, while
not all hedge fund strategies lend themselves to it, innovative managers have found ways
of creating synthetic exposures to certain strategies. Institutions will find this an attractive
option to solve capacity concerns and, if offered for a substantially lower fee, a potentially
better net return proposition.
For example, convertible arbitrage is a natural candidate for synthetic/passive replication.
A relatively simple algorithm could be used to implement “classic” convertible arbitrage on
a passive basis.
5. Customization proliferates.
As institutions’ understanding of specific risks in their overall portfolios increases, the desire
for targeted exposures grows. This does not mean that a new set of style boxes emerges;
rather, institutions approach managers with their unique parameters, and managers respond
with customized exposures built from their stable of capabilities and strategies.
For example, an institution might approach a fixed income manager seeking to tap into
their credit expertise in high yield but request all other factors—currency, duration,
interest rate—be neutralized to their portfolio’s overall settings. Customization will also
be critical as institutions implement liability-driven investments. Hedge funds in particular
may introduce creative strategies that match an investor’s liabilities while generating a
return superior to a laddered bond portfolio.
The Industry’s Biggest Challenge
As stated in Chapter 2, we believe that hedge funds have earned a long-term role in
institutional portfolios. We view our forecasts for future institutional investment in hedge
funds to be reasonably conservative. That said, certain factors like scandals and regulation
could slow predicted growth. Given what we know today, however, we expect that these
factors could only negatively impact our forecasts in a marginal way. The single factor that
would materially change our growth expectations would be a scenario where hedge
fund and fund-of-hedge fund managers meaningfully and broadly underperform the
net return requirements and expectations of institutional investors.

What could cause this underperformance? The sudden and dramatic inflow of assets
into hedge funds (which we are in the middle of seeing) could lead hedge fund managers
to drift from their absolute return roots and take ever-greater beta exposure. Might
hedge fund strategies too closely resemble the traditional long-only strategies investors they
are seeking to replace? It has certainly been the case that in aggregate, the correlation of
hedge fund strategies to the equity markets has increased dramatically since 2003. Notably,
this correlation increase has been observed not only in the usual suspects (like long-short
equity), but also in historically less correlated strategies (like global macro).
Avoiding this fate will depend largely on hedge funds’ discipline in (1) “sticking to their
investment knitting;” (2) delivering on investors’ net return requirements with appropriate
volatility; (3) managing business models and products that are highly in sync with clients’
expectations; and (4) continuing to be boldly innovative when the opportunity presents itself.
Institutional Demand for Hedge Funds 2
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Conclusion
As discussed in both our 2004 study and in this study, institutional demand for hedge
funds continues to grow at a rapid pace. With over $1 trillion invested in hedge funds by
2010, institutions will continue to help drastically transform the competitive landscape
of the industry. Institutions find themselves in an important state of transition away from
bull market-oriented portfolios and toward portfolios that depend on skilled investment
managers to deliver on specific net return requirements with specific risk exposures. Hedge
funds and other alternative managers are well positioned to facilitate this transition.
However, it is clear that the capabilities and products required to facilitate this transition
are, at a minimum, only being built today. The competitive landscape, in many ways,
remains a wide open playing field. The leading investment managers of 2010 will employ
bold thinking to create business models that meet the needs of the next generation of
institutional investor.
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Appendix: Requirements for Institutional Success
The following is an excerpt from our September 2004 report, Institutional Demand
for Hedge Funds: New Opportunities and New Standards. In our final chapter, we introduced
what we believed to be the primary attributes required for hedge funds to attract
institutional capital. We believe this checklist of seven primary attributes remains largely
intact today.
The Checklist
We begin with the assumption that the primary driver of hedge fund success will be the
investment professionals’ perceived ability to deliver returns in line with clients’ expectations.
Given managers of equal skills and the proper alignment of financial interests, which are
the hedge fund firm attributes that will most appeal to institutional investors? Based on our
interviews, we have settled on seven primary requirements for managers’ success.

Exhibit 18: The Checklist
Requirements for Institutional Success
1. Business Management
2. Culture of Integrity
3. Operational Excellence
4. Disciplined Investment Process
5. Investment Strategy Innovation
6. Comprehensive Risk Oversight
7. Sophisticated Client Service
Source: The Bank of New York and Casey, Quirk & Associates analysis

1. Business Management
The growing “institutionalization” of hedge fund demand will require greater resources and
higher professional standards than previously required for success. Organizing these
resources and instilling professionalism require strong tactical business management skills.
The larger and more complex the hedge fund firm, the higher the premium put on
business acumen.
The attention to business management is rational. Institutions want to be assured that
their hedge fund advisor is a viable long-term business and that investment professionals are
not distracted from making good decisions about their portfolios. They want to minimize
potential disruption due to over-dependence on any one individual for the effective
operation of the firm.
Putting into place the appropriate business management talent will be a challenge for the
hedge fund industry. First, the current supply of experienced talent is limited. Second, the
investment professionals who dominate most hedge fund firms are often still reluctant to
recognize the importance of such skills. Quite possibly, the institutionalization of hedge fund
demand may require consolidation around the short commodity of business leadership.
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2. Culture of Integrity
Leading institutional investors rightfully require very high standards for professional
conduct throughout an entire investment management firm. They want to be assured that
their advisors are acting in the best interests of their clients at all times.
Hedge fund managers must instill in their firms unimpeachable ethical standards with little
to no tolerance for infractions. Adequate resources must be dedicated to compliance.
Best practices will include a series of independent checks and balances that reinforce the
culture of integrity, especially with regard to valuation, risk management, trade settlement,
cash movements, and custody. These duties should be segregated, and potentially
performed by third parties (especially with regard to valuation). A culture of integrity
must be reinforced by policies in the spirit of “trust but verify.”
3. Operational Excellence
Institutions are placing greater emphasis on hedge fund firms’ business infrastructure.
Survey respondents indicated that “operational and infrastructure excellence” and “outstanding risk management” are clearly the most important non-investment characteristics
to institutional investors. (At this point in time, investors are placing much greater
emphasis on these attributes than on client service and investment process or securityholding transparency.)
During our interviews, institutions most often specifically mentioned the following
operational concerns:


Third-party verification of pricing.



Documented policies and procedures. Institutions require documentation; leading
firms have and make available written details of all key operations.



Well-designed trading infrastructure that links trade order management, portfolio
accounting, and risk management.



Robust disaster recovery.



Senior professional operational leadership independent of the investment team.



Meeting the increased standards for operational excellence will be a significant
challenge for many firms. As a result, we are likely to see the continued growth of
outsourcing options for hedge fund firms.

In addition, we believe that institutions will also expect hedge fund managers to
systematically address “Embedded Alpha” or the less apparent “frictional” costs of managing an investment portfolio. These costs include portfolio financing; the opportunity
cost of failing to execute trades efficiently; ineffective cash and collateral management;
and the negative market impact of trading. “Embedded Alpha” costs have been estimated
to be 100 to 200 basis points or more per annum. To date, most hedge fund managers
have not explicitly managed “Embedded Alpha.” However, with lower expected returns,
these embedded alpha costs become even more relevant.
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4. Disciplined Investment Process
Institutional investors realize that great investment management is a blend of art and
science. That said, to appeal to institutions, hedge funds must demonstrate how they make
clear investment decisions. Hedge funds must have investment processes that are
understandable (even if complex), consistent, risk-aware, and perceived to be repeatable.
A clearly defined investment process establishes credibility among buyers and intermediaries. It establishes confidence in the consistent delivery of performance within the
agreed-upon risk parameters.
To appeal to institutions, hedge funds must also be able to articulate in a clear and concise
manner the true competitive advantage that they possess, i.e., how they will deliver alpha
in a manner that is unique and compelling.
Sophisticated evaluators are also assessing whether hedge funds have the appropriate
quantity and quality of investment professionals to credibly implement their investment
process. This is particularly true of fund-of-hedge fund firms, where the staffing
requirements have increased substantially over the past few years.
Quantitative research skills and tools have taken on a significant role in the investment
industry, and hedge funds should be able to master and leverage these tools even if
their core processes are fundamental in nature. They are not a panacea but can provide
support for the research and decision-making processes. They can also provide significant
leverage to an investment team. Leading hedge fund managers are integrating quantitative tools into several parts of the investment process such as: screening and idea
generation, portfolio construction, attribution analysis, and performance monitoring.
5. Investment Strategy Innovation
Many institutions recognize that hedge fund investment strategies face cycles and secular
trends with regard to their effectiveness. As a result, they expect that hedge fund firms
will dedicate resources to constantly evaluating the effectiveness of their investment process.
Appropriately augmenting their investment capabilities will be a core competence of
successful hedge fund firms—whether this is hiring a new trading desk or constantly developing new quantitative models.
In some ways, institutions seem much more tolerant of such investment process reinvigoration among hedge funds than among traditional managers (where it is perceived as
“style drift”). Many institutionally accepted hedge fund firms have migrated, for example,
from merger arbitrage specialists to broader event-driven managers or from convertible
bond specialists to capital structure arbitrageurs.
6. Comprehensive Risk Oversight
Institutions have high expectations for their hedge fund managers with regard to risk
controls. Most obviously, they expect a strong handle on all market risk factors to which a
portfolio (not just an individual security) is exposed. Proprietary tools are encouraged,
though thoughtful application of third-party packages is also satisfactory.
However, institutional caliber firms will approach risk as being broader than simply
market movements. As Chapter 2 described, institutions view “Headline Risk” as the most
significant impediment to hedge fund investing. They also believe that operational
breakdowns are the most prevalent source of hedge fund failures. As a result, hedge fund
Institutional Demand for Hedge Funds 2
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managers should also have a compelling approach to operational, regulatory and counterparty risks if they are to appeal to institutional investors.
Institutions perceive risk oversight best practices to include having senior risk professionals
who are independent of the investment team.
7. Sophisticated Client Interface
Historically, investment firms have been product-driven, focusing on clients only after
the products have been created and are ready for sale. To be fully successful in the
institutional market segments, hedge fund firms will require a broader set of distribution
skills, among them:


Dedicated Client Service. Institutional clients expect hedge fund managers to provide
professional interaction. Institutions do, however, respect the fact that senior
investment professionals should spend the majority of their time managing capital.
Leading hedge fund firms are beginning to employ senior individuals to act as
intermediaries between the manager and client.



Quality Communications. Institutions require that information and insight, not just
data, be provided to them at regular intervals.



Solutions Resources. Institutions often look to their investment managers not only as
a provider of product, but also as a sounding board for their investment issues.
Leveraging proprietary intellectual capital as a means of influencing the institutional
market can, therefore, provide an enormous competitive advantage. A well-structured
thought leadership effort can play an important role in establishing such a market
reputation and can create a most effective “dialogue generation tool” to reach the
firm’s target audience.



Willingness to Provide Transparency. Most institutions do not (yet) want hedge funds
to provide them with full transparency on their holdings—most have little ability to
process and assess this information. However, institutions are interested in the willingness to provide this information to their fund of funds or third-party risk vendor
(on a detailed level). Institutions will increasingly negatively view complete intransigence
on this issue.

Sophisticated client interaction generates a more stable capital base for existing products
and will provide greater opportunity to raise future funds.
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range of leading financial institutions, corporations, government entities, endowments
and foundations. Its principal subsidiary, The Bank of New York, founded in 1784,
is the oldest bank in the United States and has consistently played a prominent role in
the evolution of financial markets worldwide. Additional information is available
at www.bankofny.com.
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Casey, Quirk & Associates
Casey, Quirk & Associates provides management consulting services exclusively
to investment management firms. The firm specializes in developing business strategy,
enhancing investment practices, and crafting distribution plans. The firm draws
on 35 years of experience in delivering value to its clients and partners through a unique
combination of deep industry knowledge and experience, solutions-oriented thought
leadership, and a proven ability to create change within organizations.
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